Workforce Go! HCM integrates payroll, people, and time management with Acumatica accounting software more seamlessly than any other HCM solution.

Bi-directional realtime integration between your accounting and human capital management systems means faster and more accurate processing. Acumatica’s comprehensive real-time analytics also give you more effective forecasting.
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**Workforce Go! Offers 4 Levels of Integration To Meet Your Requirements and Budget**

- **Basic** - Sync One to One Subaccounts From Acumatica, and GL Posting
- **Traditional** - Includes above, plus sync Employee information and GL Posting Summarization
- **Superior** - Includes above, plus sync multi-EIN companies, Project/Project Task, and Timesheet to Time Activities
- **Custom** - As designed by development teams

**When used together, what can Workforce Go! HCM and Acumatica help you do?**

**Save Time**
- One-click transactions link entries in payroll to Acumatica.
- Standard accounts in Acumatica are automatically recognized for use in payroll, time and HR.
- Acumatica enables enterprise class HCM functionality.

**Reduce Errors**
Payroll transactions in Workforce Go! HCM automatically post to Acumatica. That means you can skip these most error-prone steps:
- Rekeying, reformatting or refining
- Exporting/importing

**Eliminate Reporting Delays**
Workforce Go! HCM modules fully support your Acumatica accounts, so you can avoid these frustrating tasks:
- Rekeying payroll data
- Adding information to payroll transactions after-the-fact

**Choose Functionality Options**
- Outsourced or in-house payroll processing (fully supported)
- Robust, ad-hoc reporting and analytics
- Employee/manager self-service capabilities

*All integrations are to Acumatica's core system. For integrations into other editions or third party add-ons, please see your Workforce Go! Regional Sales Manager.*